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Story One · Experiments



Can you tell what are these productsʼ functions?

Plub from Bond Design
Bump from Karim Rashid
CYLNDR from Masamaro Fujiki



Hahnʼs collection from JiyounKim Studio
Squared Dryer from JiyounKim Studio

BACKGROUND

Objects are overwhelming
There are hundreds of thousands of objects in our daily
life, and the number keeps rapidly increasing. Every once
in a while, we learn how to perform and manipulate new
functions. The learning process is thrilling and tiresome,
and sometimes it is simply unnecessary. Objects are becoming more and more advanced in their highly simplified
forms. You may notice that the older generation has gradually stopped learning new functions on their devices, especially since the fast development of electronic products.
We should start asking ourselves: what can we do as product designers to lower the threshold of learning how to manipulate new products, and make everything around intuitively useful?
Humanifying now
As it has always been, humans are naturally familiar with
human activities but not as equally used to the interaction
with objects. Designers are currently trying to add more
human factors into the products. For example, they are
now able to speak, recognize voices and faces. But what if
we merge human-human interaction into the function of an
object? Can this lower the threshold of learning a new function, and let interactions happen in ways that are more inin
tuitive and enjoyable?

Art Friday: Jim Golden – photography of camera cellection



DEFINE

What I am doing
Here Iʼm trying to be provocative: to combine realistic physical human features with daily objects.

Belief
Combining physical human features (body parts)
with daily objects to make them intuitvely functional, and offer a more enjoyable brand new
experience.



RESEARCH PLAN

Since there are countless bodyparts within one human
body, I decided to divide them geometrically into parts.
So the general research is divided into four sections:

1/General study of the recognition
2/Hands and fingers
3/Facial elements
4/Limbs and body



GENERAL RESEARCH
E X P 0 : Body part attract attention



GENERAL RESEARCH
E X P 0 : Body part attract attention

The first experiment is trying to prove that body parts
do attract more attention when involved in daily activity. I set up three scenarios and simply let passersby punch holes on a piece of paper. The result is a
little bit different than what I thought it would be.
While thereʼs approximately the same number of
passersby during each scenario, the first one without
picture or the realistic hand has more holes punched.
People stopped by more when thereʼs a hand lying
on the table, but they were just more interested playing with the body part rather than the activity of
punching holes.

Conclusion:

1/Body parts on objects did attract more attention
when involved in daily activity.
2/They do not necessarily help to accomplish the activity.
3/The “attention” can be good or bad.





EXPERIMENTS OF HANDS
E X P 1 : Study of hand gestures

This is an experiment of three stages.
I. I started with asking friends and family to send me
pictures of their hands to express both positive and
negative feelings. II. I had interviews with strangers
to talk about their happy or angry stories, then video
their hand gestures. Here I found out that except for
the stereotype ones, the main difference of hand gestures to express feelings was the tension (wrinkle
skins and pop out veins). III. I tried to verify the concon
clusion of the second stage: tension, although it is
sometimes not obvious enough, could be one of the
most important factors when we are trying to express
feelings with hands.

Conclusion
1/Details (veins and wrinkles) on body parts could
be more powerful when expressing feelings
2/Body parts interacting with surroundings could express more meanings than standing along themselves



EXPERIMENTS OF HANDS
E X P 2 : The glove talk

This is an experiment in order to re-study the hand
gestures while talking. I faked an experiment : the
study of the ergonomic factors for glove design. I
had interview with people to let them talk about their
highlight of the day, while wearing one of the “designed” glove. The intention of this experiment is to
let them have the awareness of their hands while expressing different feelings.

Conclusion
1/Peopleʼs hands are stiff and not natural if they
have too much awareness of their hand gestures.
2/Body parts interacting with surroundings could express more meanings than standing along themselves



EXPERIMENTS OF FACIAL
E X P 3 : Random Ears

This is an experiment in order to study how materials, color, texture and scale affect peopleʼs feeling
towards isolated body parts, also the effect of Uncanny Valley.
I built six ears: the pink tiny ear, the rough bigger
one, the white one was imbedded in a wall like material.. I let people to choose their favorite one and
tell their secrets to it. Then choose their least favorite
one and explain the reasons.

Conclusion
1/People are more sensitive with the skin color and
wouldnʼt want to touch it, especially with a smoother
surface.
2/The scale affected people? a lot too. People found
the tiny ears cute while the ordinary scale one quite
creepy.



EXPERIMENTS OF FACIAL
E X P 4 : Loneliness Comfort
A collaborative project
with Ran Zhuo

This is a collaborative installation: Loneliness
Comfort. We installed ears and mouth in an
outdoor place, where people often stay and
have a rest alone. We found out that people
who are alone in the outside tend to find the a
space where thereʼs a wall or corner to lean
on. They feel safe when thereʼs big objects
around, and tend to avoid big empty spaces.
This is a space we found, facing the river and
thereʼs small corner and a seat for people to
have a rest. We built a recording device underneath the ear, and a speaker behind the
mouth. People who are alone in the outside
space may talk to the ear, or listen to otherʼs
stories by leaning on the mouth.





EXPERIMENTS OF LIMBS
E X P 5 : Study of Lonely body position

This is an experiment in order to study peopleʼs
body gesture tendency when they are alone in
public space.
I went around public space to take pictures of
people who stay on their own. I wanted to know in
certain scenario, what is their most comfor body
position. How do they put their hands and legs together and position themselves naturally in the
public.

Conclusion
1/Either legs or hands, people tend to lean on
physical objects and surroundings, instead of staying in a big open space.
2/Curled legs and arms seems to be seen more
often when people are relaxed by themselves.
They either rest their arms on things or curled their
legs on the wall or trees.



Story Two · The Links



LINK



 A collage of products

OBJECTS



BODY ACTIVITIES





STUDY OF THE LINK

I match up each similar activities of the body
features and the product functions and came
out a series of combinations.
Then, links create the combinations of object
and body part.
Scratch: Fingernails + Toothbrush
Finger + Tomb
Popout / full: Belly + Hard drive
Belly + bowl
Belly + Rice Cooker
Belly + Backpack
Breathe: Mouth + Hairdryer
Mouth + Speaker
Mouth + Headphone
Mouth + Air conditioner
Watch / See: Eye + TV
Eye + Camera
Eye + Glasses
Eyrlip + lightbulb

Eat / insert: Mouth + Teapot
Mouth + CDplayer
Mouth + Drawer

...





Story Three · Products

Mars, 2117



INTRO

Bodyo is a design movement raised in the early 21st century.
The principle is that the function or purpose of a product
would be led by a physical human feature embedded on the
object. The human-object interaction would be mainly imitating
how humans interact with each other. This is a collection of important products followed the Bodyo Design style from 2017
till now. By simply using human features to indicate the functions, the combination of body parts and objects has gone as
far as to create various enjoyable, and meaningful experience
with daily products of increasing technological complexity and
richness.
This section presents the representational works of Bodyo
movement over the 21st century.

2017 Belly Hard drive
2042 Nose Detector
2066 Headphone Lips
2087 Microears
Future Camereyes





PRODUCTS
Belly Hard drive
Kelima.W
Earth CIT, 2017

Earth,CIT
#FMMZ)BSE%SJWF
#Z,BZ-JNB
A belly hard drive is designed to indicate the status of the hard drive,
whether itʼs empty, transferring, or getting full.

Flat means quite Empty

Breathing means transferring

Popped out means getting full





Bodyo Design
5IF0SJHJO
Bodyo was founded on earth as a defense against minimalism and
overly industrial shapes. Before Bodyo, external hard drives are simply
in the shape of a box, sometimes with a small flashing LED to indicate a
transfer in progress.
Bodyo Redesigned
The belly hard drive opened a new page in product design. When
human - object interaction started to imitate the communication among
humans, we started to care more about making intuition more important when interacting with daily objects.





Mars, 301Tower
/PTF%FUFUDUPS

#Z,B3JNB
The nose detector is idesigned to let people have a visual understanding of its function while providing them the feeling of being protected by its sound of sniffles and sneezes.
A nose detector is more than a smoke detector. It generally detects
the air condition and sneezes if something goes wrong, while sending alarm messages to your devices.

Air polution high,

An orange going

close your window

bad in the east

and wear a mask.

corner of your bedroom.





Bodyo Design
0O.BST
In the mid 21st century, houses were overewhelmed with smart home
devices and people were growing tired of all kinds of artificial sound.
In the mean time, a group of humans started to immigrate to Mars,
where the condition of air was one of their main concerns. Thatʼs why
the nose detector was invented.
Bodyo designed

“You are being smelled.”
The nose detector opened a new perspective of imitating human interinter
action. Not only bodyparts, but more human habits, gestures, and
smaller features started to be applied to products.





Space Station APTX
)FBEQIPOF-JQT

#Z,FMMZ.B
Instruction

The Headphone lips is a headphone set. When you turn it on, it
opens the lips at your ears and gently whispers to you. Other eople
canʼt tell the difference. Only you understand its intimacy.





Bodyo Design
*OUIFTQBDF
In the late 21st century, VR came into almost every house. Students
mostly studied online in virtual spaces while people did their work
simply with a pair of glasses. Humans became more isolated than ever
before and they craved for physical intimacy.
Bodyo Redesigned

“Only you can feel the kiss at your ears.”
At this stage, instead of simply concentrating on the user experience,
Bodyo design started to alert people to think about what was missing
as technology was developing so fast.





City 4869
.JDSP&BS

,-.
The Microear serves as a sound receiving center that groups all your
household sound receiver together. You can sing karaoke with it,
leave a audible memo, or pick up a phone.

Mute when:

Flipped on a surface

Covered by hand





Bodyo Design
4QBDF$PMPOZ
At the end of 21st century, the population started to grow dramatically
and people had to build cities hanging in space. The shortage of resources became the most significant problem to solve in the new era.
Bodyo & The Microear

One visual device, one audible device, one smelling device, and one
tasting device.
Bodyo design raised an economical life style, to group all your household devices and save material and energy. The Microear, as the first
central sound receiver in the world, could connect with all kinds of devices via redtooth 3.0 and be part of your phone, voice memo, karaoke, etc.





FUTURE

Now Bodyo Design started to fade away. Instead of combining realistic human bodyparts to products, people start to care
more about how humans interact with humans and how they
can be naturally embedded on products to lower, even kill the
learning threshold.
“Seamless is more.”
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